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[PHL205] There are two approaches to the study of the philosophy of the human 
person; the first is descriptive and the second is what?
Normative

[PHL205] Anthropology is generally defined as the study of man. This definition comes 
from two Greek terms combined to produce the concept. The two Greek terms are 
logos and what
Anthropos

[PHL205] What ultimately came to the rescue of anthropology in its failure to study 
man?
Fundamental Ontology

[PHL205] Although there are different perspectives about who a person is, there seems 
to be a consensus on the fact that personhood is a given status. True?
FALSE'

[PHL205] From your study of this course what has the noble task of directly calibrating 
what belongs to human beings in general without regard to colour, race, size and 
status?
Philosophical Anthropology

[PHL205] In African cultural interpretation, one does not become a person until he or 
she has met certain requirement.
Social requirement

[PHL205] The western conception of the human person is built on a radically opposed 
schools of idealism and what?
Materialism

[PHL205] Anthropology as the study of man does not appear to provide a clear picture 
of what man truly, universally, is. AnthropologyÃ¢â‚¬Ëœs attempts to furnish an 
understanding of man are fraught with imprecision and tainted with racism. This makes 
it [anthropology] a poor science of man. What do you say?
TRUE'

[PHL205] What is the defining feature of both African and Eastern theories of 
personhood?
Social solidarity

[PHL205] How were men able to know the state of existence of the ancient humankind?
Anthropology
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